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An ancient icon in a contemporary context makes the Formakami table
lamp by Jaime Hayon truly exceptional. Add to that delicate materials
like ivory white rice paper and black lacquered oak accents and you have
an aesthetic that’s Asian yet somewhat Scandinavian. Exuding an ambient
light in a lamp that itself appears light.
Place the Formakami table lamp in a modern setting and cultural
references disappear. Instead it brings an elegant, decorative element to
any window, desk or side table, whether in a hotel lobby, restaurant
or home. The soft “ripple” of the rice paper and the bulbous shape of the
shade are delicate accents that enhance the sense of illumination.
Merging an icon from the past with handcrafted materials in a modern
expression is only part of Formakami’s unique appeal. The other part is its
ability to create a cosy atmosphere even before you switch it on.

50cm / 19.6in

Ø: 38cm / 14.9in

Category

Table lamp

Production process

The paper shade is handmade with bend oak veneer
fittings. The base is made from solid oak wood.

Environment

Indoor

Material

Ivory white paper, stained oak, 2 meter black fabric
cord with dimmer

Dimensions (cm/in)

Ø: 38cm/14.9in, H: 50cm/19.6in

Weight (kg)

1 kg

Colours

Ivory white paper with black stained oak

Voltage (V)

220-240V - 50Hz

Light source &
energy efficiency class

2 × E27 Max 60 Watt.
The luminaire is compatible with bulbs of the energy
classes: A++ - E.
Bulbs are not included.

Cord lenght (cm/in)

200cm/78.8in

Certifications

CE, IP20, Class II

Cleaning instructions

Dust carefully with soft dry cloth. Always switch off the
electricity supply before cleaning.

Package dimensions (cm/in)

Shade: H: 40.5cm/15.9in, W: 40cm/15.7in,
D: 40.5cm/15.9in
Base: H: 14cm/5.5in, W: 14cm/5.5in, L: 49cm/19.3in

